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“Think on These Things” by Skip Ober Miller, Business Manager, San Marino Community Church 

 

I’m almost ready to give up on social media. It’s not because of election fatigue (although that’s real), or 

the persistent ads (a Russian fur hat?), or learning things about friends that might best be kept secret (no 

comment). It’s not the new Facebook update or endless time-suck of our feeds. I’m almost ready to give 

up social media because I can’t be trusted around click-bait!  

 

Reddit threads and sites full of dreadful stories can be especially tempting - especially when they offer 

lists of bad behavior. Perhaps you have wasted far too much time with endless stories about bridezillas 

and their crazy demands, or the worst teachers ever, or terrible bosses and awful workplaces and 

dishonest co-workers. These stories often seem interesting and amusing, but almost always lead to head 

shaking and wondering what the world has come to.  

 

Why is it that we seem to delight in observing the worst in people? Feeling morally superior is nice – for 

a while. But there’s an “ick” factor at some point as dwelling on gross behavior of others can leave one 

feeling dirty. 

 

Now that I sound like a cranky old man standing in my bathrobe on the front porch yelling, “You kids get 

off my lawn!” let’s come at this from a different direction. 

 

My daughter, Lauren, is reading a stack of the best in children’s literature this fall as part of her college 

curriculum. For fun, we read together Elizabeth Enright’s Newbery Honor Book, Gone-Away Lake. Aside 

from the delight of revisiting a long-time favorite, it was refreshing to spend time with inquisitive and 

thoughtful characters, in a world where the biggest drama was consequences from poor choices and 

youthful exuberance taken a bit too far. Who knew I was hungry for tales of kind adults and children 

interested in exploring their world? Within days, the sequel was finished as well – joyful tears of 

satisfaction accompanying the final pages.  

 

It was as if I had forgotten about beauty and light and goodness – an easy thing to do in these dark 

pandemic days. How nice to be filled up with lovely things for a while! It was restorative - mending a 

small part of my soul I didn’t know was frayed. 

 

In The Message, Eugene H. Peterson paraphrases the Apostle Paul: “…you’ll do best by filling your 

minds and meditating on things true, noble, reputable, authentic, compelling, gracious – the best, not the 

worst; the beautiful, not the ugly; things to praise, not things to curse. Put into practice what you 

learned… and God, who makes everything work together, will work you into his most excellent 

harmonies.” (Philippians 4:8-9)  

 

Fred Rogers is famously quoted, “When I was a boy and I would see scary things in the news. My mother 

would say to me, ‘Look for the helpers. You will always find people who are helping.’” 

 

This advice has been helpful this past month. Fewer wacky brides and “restaurant nightmares” have 

commanded my attention – and more time in Enright’s delightful books has replaced them. I’m not trying 

to ignore the terrible things that fill our news cycles – but I’m also not meditating on the worst aspects of 

them either. Looking for what is good is a refreshing perspective – even in the worst of situations. God 

may not have worked me into “excellent harmonies” yet. But I’m not amplifying the dissonance of the 

world either. And that’s a big step closer to being a “helper.” 

 

As the old King James Version puts it, “think on these things.” 

 

 

 


